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1. Introduction
Introducing DISRUPTIVE token in the Disruptive Digital ecosystem is one step further
that we take in our mission to create a world in which anyone can become their own
bank and be able to manage their digital assets in a simple and safe manner.
This document does not represent any kind of financial advice. The present litepaper
clearly describes a token launched / minted on Elrond Network, a Proof-of-Stake
blockchain. It represents a form of incentivization for our delegators within the
Disruptive Digital ecosystem and Elrond Network community.
As a Staking Provider on the Elrond blockchain, we are responsible to provide
technical support, innovation, and education for our community. Therefore, we
provide a reliable staking service for our delegators by using an optimized
infrastructure for our nodes, including redundancy, monitoring, and security best
practices. Our infrastructure works flawlessly, with no downtime, and is always on.
This is how we contribute to network security and efficiency.
Our mission is to build, maintain and educate a community of passionate people
who choose to stake their assets. We aspire to redefine the experience around
money, onboarding people to a better future, a safer and fairer world. We believe that
community is key and we want to reward this level of engagement and commitment.
This is why we launch our token, the DISRUPTIVE token.
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2. DISRUPTIVE Token
2.1. Overview
In our clear long-term vision aligned with Elrond’s vision, we have a strong
commitment to expanding our Disruptive ecosystem. Currently, it already includes
two Delegation System Smart Contracts and a product, Kryptodots, a device for
encoding and safely storing the secret phrase of non-custodial wallets.
Having in mind a continuously expanding community, we introduce the DISRUPTIVE
token to our ecosystem. The main purpose of the token is to incentivize the users
who are actively involved in our social channels, and who offer support and
assistance in promoting news and educational materials within settled campaigns.
All in one, the users who contribute to the adoption and decentralization.
Therefore, the Disruptive Digital ecosystem is in full expansion and currently
includes:

⚡
⚡

⚡

Delegation System Smart Contracts:
Disruptive Digital
Disruptive Digital ULTD

⚡

Product:
Kryptodots Backup Device
NFT:
Little Furry Devils - first CGI movie with NFT actors
Token:
DISRUPTIVE

2.2. Details
Name: DisruptiveDigital
Type: ESDT
Token: DISRUPTIVE-c20f7c
Owner: erd18cdlxvhh38je97kzyd39nheqxltkgfnw6d6qllpczr6p4klgaajqmhycjd
Supply: 1,200,000,000
Decimals: 18
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Blockchain Token information:
https://explorer.elrond.com/tokens/DISRUPTIVE-c20f7c

2.3. Utility
The DISRUPTIVE token is an ESDT (Elrond Standard Digital Token) token with a
relative fixed value.
It is not a stablecoin. It is an incentive token with a relative fixed value (i.e. price) that
can be used for products and services acquisition.
The token will be distributed to certain addresses of non-custodial wallets in the
Elrond blockchain. In the beginning, we will make an airdrop for our delegators.
Afterward, it will be gradually and punctually distributed. It’s a reward token. We will
give it as a sign of appreciation for its owner's involvement in our brand activations.
In the beginning, the token has utility in our ecosystem. Holders are able to purchase
Kryptodots products on kryptodots.com and afterward on our partners' websites.
The token utility can reach new borders over time. We will stamp every update in this
document.
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3. Tokenomics
The model of operations in the DisruptiveDigital token economy will enable
participants to earn Disruptive tokens by positively contributing to Disruptive Digital,
Kryptodots, Elrond Network, and our Partners ecosystems. Disruptive Digital tokens
are recognized as valuable assets in the Disruptive Digital ecosystem.

3.1 Token Distribution
In its early stage, the token will have an airdrop. We will distribute a certain amount
to our delegators from both Delegation System Smart Contracts.
Afterward, the token will be gradually and punctually distributed, within settled
campaigns and specific marketing activities in which users are asked to perform
certain conditions. Every campaign will clearly mention the conditions that are to be
performed in order to receive a fixed amount of DISRUPTIVE tokens.
Incentivisation of DISRUPTIVE tokens will be mainly addressed to Disruptive Digital
delegators of both DSSCs, Disruptive Digital and Disruptive Digital ultd. Delegators
who are actively involved in our social channels, and who promote and sustain our
community will be rewarded accordingly.
Non-delegators who stand out through exceptional involvement in promotion, help,
and support to Disruptive Digital, Kryptodots, Elrond Network, and our Partners also
qualify for receiving the token, but under different circumstances.
The marketing campaigns will be organized in both online and offline environments.
No tokens will be distributed without fulfilling the conditions previously mentioned at
the launching of each campaign.

3.2 Token Scope
Through this token, we want to redefine the experience around money. We encourage
the members of the community to engage and share educational content and
information that would help the newcomers to the ecosystem to accustom
themselves to different blockchain and crypto space terms.
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The ultimate goal of every marketing campaign in which DISRUPTIVE tokens will be
distributed is user adoption. It aims to help the onboarding of 1 billion users who use
the Elrond blockchain.

3.3 Token Relative Value Stability
The Disruptive token economics is designed to incentivize people who contribute to
the Disruptive Digital and KryptoDots ecosystem, and beyond, to Elrond Network, and
our Partners. The token will have a relatively stable value by keeping a relatively
stable rapport with our products and services throughout all our ecosystem.
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4. Token allocation

The Disruptive Digital token will be distributed 100% within the Disruptive Digital &
KryptoDots community.
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5. Roadmap
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